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Abstract 
The impedance Rheopneumographic technique was found to be useful in blood flow 
measurement in pulmonary circulation in the 1960s. Since then, scientists from different 
countries have done large amount of work on this subject and have contributed greatly to our 
better understanding of the subject. It is a non-invasive auxiliary diagnostic method for 
evaluating the status of the pulmonary circulation and is widely used in China. 
Two problems still exist, though, in view of the complexity of the physiological 
\ 
picture which makes it difficult for us to interpret correctly the meaning of Rheopneumogram. 
Firstly, the "direct observation" method in Rheopneumogram is widely used in data analysis 
by scientists. Yet, owing to the different wave patterns exhibited in different subjects, it is 
hard to say if the result of the data analysis could give us a satisfactory answer. Secondly, the 
conventional electrode site commonly adopted does not give any reasons to confirm that the 
signal picking up from this site is truly representative. 
This thesis presents a 5-10 electrode array method to standardize the process of 
electrode site selection as well as to estimate the best electrode location. This method gives 
us useful results in data analysis for different subjects. The limitation of the data 
standardization in picking up signal in certain area of the chest was improved. The data 
generated from the 5-10 electrode array system using the pump-jet model can also be used 
to estimate the best electrode location. 
The series pipeline model is used in studying the blood flow phenomenon in the 
pulmonary circulation. For studies in blood flow of the pulmonary circulation, the pipeline 
⑴ 
model is a method that can be used to estimate the chance of turbulent flow occurring in the 
pulmonary arterial trunk and its branches. In this study, the pipeline model is applied to 
normal subjects as well as Obstructive Emphysema patients. Pump-jet model has also been 
used in this blood flow study. It can better calculate the blood velocity in the pulmonary 
circulation of Hyperthyroidism patients whose blood velocity is increased. 
The improvement to the impedance measurement set up used in Rheopneumographic 
measurement and the design of the electrode array system using Silicon fluid-Graphite 
composites are also described in this thesis. The new design of the EBI measurement unit 
gives better Electrical Bio-impedance (EBI) signals. The problem of interference which occurs 
\ 
when current sources of different frequencies that generate signals of different frequencies are 
applied to the same body is solved via using this unit. The electrode device is used to match 
with the 5-10 electrode array system. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
•1.1 Background of the Rheopneumograph 
Rheopneumography is a new auxiliary diagnosis technique developed on the basis of 
"Rheography" within the sphere of Electrical Bio-impedance (EBI). In medicine, X-ray and 
Ultrasound techniques are very commonly used by the Physicians. However, in some 
application, such as the Blood Vessel Occlusion, the X-ray or Ultrasound technique has 
difficulty in detecting such condition. Rheopneumograph is one of the techniques that can 
truly reflect the change of the blood volume of pulmonary circulation. Occlusion in certain 
blood vessels can hence be detected owing to the changing of the blood volume. As early as 
1920s, scientists used l.SKHz to 200KHz AC current in the body to observe the impedance 
change of the heart. At the time, the two electrode system was used to obtain the Rheogram. 
In 1939, J.Nyboer suggested the four electrode technique to be applied in the Rheography. 
This technique reduced the effect of the contact impedance between electrode and skin. It is 
still used by scientists in many countries who are interested in using Rheography to observe 
the impedance changes. This is especially so in the application for observing cardiac output 
of patients and blood resistivity measured by the EBI measurement technique [Gecides-89]. 
Rheopneumography is the observation of the pulmonary circulation using four 
electrode system and was first presented by Hymkapb in 1961. It is a non-invasive 
biophysical method used to observe the pulmonary arterial and venous pulsation status and 
to examine the waveform produced by the changes of blood volume pulsation of the 
pulmonary circulation, these changes being caused by various diseases of the heart, the blood 
vessels, and the lungs. Scientists in China began to use the technique in 1975 and the results 
obtained either in animals experiments or in clinical studies enriched our understanding in this 
1 
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field. They proved for the first time that the wave traced could truly reflect the condition of 
the pulmonary circulation. Meanwhile, observations were made on both healthy persons as 
well as on patients with Emphysema, Cor-pulmonale, Pleurisy, or Pneumonia of the lung. 
*1.2 The Electrical Bio-impedance (EBP technique used in Rheopneumographv 
The Electrical Bio-impedance measurement (EBI) is one of the simplest non-invasive 
methods used in Rheography. It had made great contribution in medical care. One of the EBI 
measurement is the four-electrode impedance cardiographs. It yields a measure of cardiac 
、 \ 
output, and it is successfully applied in clinical diagnosis. Examples are: the influence of 
chest circumference, neck circumference, and basal impedance on measuring cardiac output 
[Kuang-92]. EBI technique is simple. Fundamentally, electrodes are attached to a segment of 
tissue and the resulting measured impedance changes of the tissue is the volume of the tissue 
changes in response to pulsations of blood (as happens in a limb), or the resistivity changes 
in response to increased air in the tissue (as happens in the lung). Likewise the impedance 
change of tissues has similar effect. 
The circuit model of a four-electrode impedance measurement is demonstrated in 
Figure 1.1. In the ideal situation, the current source i causes a constant current to flow 
through Z and AZ (the impedance of the tissue and impedance changes due to pulsations of 
blood) and the voltages at points A and B are picked up by the voltage electrodes. According 
to the Ohm's Law, 
V = I X R (1-1) 
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The Rheopneumograph, one of the EBI technique applied in pulmonary circulation 
study, is applied in our study and is used to measure the change of the blood volume in 
pulmonary circulation (AZ) relative to the fixed lung volume (Z). The EBI signal picked up 
V 
from the voltage electrodes is a modulated signal which is processed by the impedance 
measurement unit. Figure 1.2 shows the block diagram of the impedance measurement unit. 
After the processing by the demodulator, the demodulated signal is processed by the data 
acquisition system and is displayed on the monitor. 
The EBI measurement method offers many advantages. It is safe. It is not painful to 
the patients. Therefore, measurements can be repeatedly performed. Only simple, inexpensive 
equipment is required. No special transducer is needed. Only electrodes are applied to the 
body surface. Response time to the physiological event is zero. And, external environmental 
factors, such as temperature and pressure, do not directly affect the measurement process. 
The Physicians in China were the first in the world to apply the Rheopneumogram in 
clinical diagnosis, at a time, when its usefulness has only been demonstrated in research 
laboratories elsewhere. A large number of subjects were studied in laboratories and the wave 
patterns obtained in Rheopneumography using bio-statistics were analyzed [Hung-83]. Their 
experimental results were supported by their data collected using animal models. Great 
contributions were made by them in the analysis of the components of the waveform. Chan 
Y.Q. and Hung G.F. reported that the Rheopneumogram reflected not only the pulmonary 
circulation but also the heart function [Chan-83], though heart function only contributed 13 
percents to the whole waveform. 
3 
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Figure 1.1 In four-electrode impedance Rheopneumograph, current is injected through two 
outer electrodes (Current electrodes) and voltage is sensed between two inner electrodes 
(Voltage electrodes). Z and AZ is Tissue Impedance. 
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Figure 1.2 The block diagram of the EBI detection system. 
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*1.3 Problems with analysis of Rheopneumograph 
The understanding of electrical impedance of biological tissues and changes in 
impedance accompanying physiological activity is complex and incomplete [Baker-89]. 
Different shapes of the waveform are generated by signals picked up from the same electrode 
sites for different subjects and different physiological phenomenon, making it difficult to 
obtain correct interpretation. An example of such Rheopneumogram is shown in Figure 1.3. 
To overcome this problem, the multi-channel bio-signals analysis was widely used in China, 
using derivative of the Rheopneumogram, ECG, PCG in addition to the Rheopneumogram. 
. 、 
Emphasis is put on the combined use of V^  derivative of the Rheopneumogram and ECG 
[Liu-92][Dun-81]. However, the problem is not completely solved. On the one hand, data thus 
obtained does not agree totally with the physiological picture, and does not identify the main 
components in the waveform. Besides the best electrode location on the chest is not known 
and there is no indication to show that the waveform of the Rheopneumogram so obtained 
is correct and meaningful. 
In Rheopneumogram, a-wave, Z-wave, C-wave are the three main peaks. The position 
of these peaks are somewhat influenced by the variation of heart rate. In certain subjects, 
some other peaks wil l also be generated near the C-wave, rendering k difficult to say where 
the C-wave is. 
6 
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Figure 1.3 The three important peaks in Rheopneumogram 
(X-axis : Time[second] ； Y-axis : Amplitude) 
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*1.4 The EBI measurement unit 
The commercial products of the EBI measurement unit are simple. Their design is 
mostly based on the concept of the Coherent detection method in Communication system. 
Phase distortion caused by the phase error which occurred between the carrier and local 
oscillator presents a problem. The interference caused by the interaction of the oscillator of 
constant current sources at different frequencies is another problem in the application of 
detection. 
. 、 
The concept of the Amplitude Modulation (AM) receiver technique is an unique 
method to solve these problems. The intermediate frequency (IF) amplifier is only passed by 
the carrier of 455KHz. Owing to this feature of the IF amplifier, we use the individual 
frequencies applied to the constant current sources and the local oscillator and thus, avoid the 
phase error generated between two oscillators. The interference caused by the constant current 
sources, each is applied with different frequencies, is also avoided at the same time. Our new 
design can also be used in the study of Tomography. Different frequencies can be selected 
for each constant current sources by changing the frequency in each oscillator. 
*1.5 Data analysis in Rheopneumography and the electrode design 
Signal generated from the same electrode site on different subjects and the 
physiological phenomenon gave different shapes of the waveform. It is so difficult to 
standardize in data analysis. Although the Physicians in China sat up a lot of correlation 
Formulas according to time interval between ECG and V^  derivative of Rheopneumogram, and 
slope and amplitude of V^  derivative of Rheopneumogram. Still, these formulas may not 
8 
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applicable for all the subjects owing to the different shapes of the waveform in different 
subjects. 
In this study, the 5-10 electrode array system is set up here to standardize the position 
of electrodes in various subjects. It provides a standardizing system for such measurement. 
The data collected is obtained at the same position for different subjects. 
Then, pump-jet model is used to estimate the best electrode location in the whole 
body. It provides the equations that can match the physiological picture for calculating 
parameters of the pulmonary circulation. The Standard Deviation (SD) can help to investigate 
、 V 
the stability of signals in different electrode locations. Low SD means a high stability of EBI 
signal and knows that the best electrode location must be there. 
Our electrode design is to match with the 5-10 electrode array system. Soft material 
is applied to the base of the electrode array system in order to exactly match the surface of 
the body. Thus, silicon rubber is applied to the base of the electrode system. At the same 
time, silicon rubber is one of the components of the electrode used as a medium to match 
with the material of the base. On the other hand, graphite is selected because it is a good 
conductor and it is not expansive. Thus, a new electrode is produced by us by combining 
these two components together with the combinator. The conductivity of this electrode is 
much better than the conductive rubber. It is very suitable for the signal detection. 
*1.6 Modelling analysis in Rheopneumography 
How to apply the Rheopneumography for clinical diagnosis is a main study of many 
scientists. However, scientists in China put a lot of emphasis on the shapes of the waveform 
of the Rheopneumogram, but matching the physiological picture with the Rheopneumogram 
9 
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was much less emphasised on by them. A useful way to analyze Rheopneumogram can be 
provided by using series pipeline model and pump-jet model. Choy, T.T.C.and Ye, J. from 
our laboratory had earlier set up an Electrical model. It matched the waveform in 
Rheopneumogram with physiological picture. 
In this study, two physiological components were presented to fit the wave pattern of 
Rheopneumogram according to the electrical model. The data obtained from curve fitting is 
applied to the series pipeline model and the pump-jet model. The parameters such as the 
Reynolds number, friction factor, blood volume, and blood velocity are obtained by the 
equations in these models. They indicate the change of mechanism in the pulmonary 
circulation either in normal or in patients even though no absolute values are available. From 
these studies, we showed that Rheopneumograph can be useful as an auxiliary diagnosis tool 
in medicine. 
*1.7 Thesis Outline 
This thesis reports our attempts to design a new impedance measurement unit that can 
solve the application of the multi-frequency EBI detection. A 5-10 electrode array system is 
set up and apply to the data analysis in Rheopneumogram so as to standardize it. Modelling 
is further used to search for the best electrode location, using the information obtained from 
Rheopneumogram analysis. The blood flow phenomenon in pulmonary circulation is also 
studied using such method. 
This chapter has reviewed some of the problems in Rheopneumographic detection. The 
following chapter, the new device of the impedance measurement unit designed by us is 
10 
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described. Two technical problems which occurred in other devices were solved using our 
unit. Focus is placed on the multi-frequency application in EBI detection. 
Chapter three presents a 5-10 electrode array method, devised in our laboratory, that 
is used in standardizing the data analysis. Subject-to-subject comparison for Rheopneumogram 
is carried out. Our design of the Silicon fluid-Graphite composites is studied. Its application 
in EBI electrode array system is reported here. We attempted to link the 5-10 electrode array 
system used in this study. The pump-jet model is used to search for the best electrode location 
using several electrode positions located for more than 10 normal subjects. The first step to 
、 \ 
search for the best electrode location is to apply the standard deviation (SD). The different 
groups of the SD were compared. The second step is to use the T-test to apply the best 
stability in EBI waveforms for supine and sit-up states using the same electrode location. 
The pump-jet model is set up here to identify the best electrode location. The 
waveform is obtained by the 5-10 electrode array system, using Gaussian function to fit the 
wave pattern to find the peak amplitude of the arterial component and the venous component 
in Rheopneumogram. The parameters are set up on the pump-jet model, which were 
calculated by these peaks values. Collection of these parameters as a group is obtained from 
the same electrode position but in different subjects. We want to find the stability on those 
groups using the Standard Deviation (SD). I f the SD of a certain group is less than the others, 
we say that this group can be picked up more readily using the available signal. It suggests 
that this position is available for our study. 
Model analysis in Rheopneumograph is discussed in chapter four. It contains two 
mechanical model - Series pipeline model and pump-jet model. The first model applies to the 
study of the blood flow phenomenon in pulmonary artery in four normal subjects and four 
11 
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Obstructive Emphysema subjects. It must correlate with the electrical model [Choy-92]. The 
equation of the pipeline model calculates the Reynolds number from some assumptions. The 
pump-jet model described in chapter three is used to study the blood velocity in pulmonary 
artery with two Hyperthyroidism patients and six normal subjects. The objective of the blood 
flow study using modelling in Rheopneumogram is to attempt to use the wave pattern of 
Rheopneumogram to match with the physiological picture, the parameters thus obtained from 
the model would be applied in clinical diagnosis. 
The thesis concludes with chapter 5. In this chapter, the limitation of the design in 
、 \ 
impedance measurement unit shown in chapter two, the data analysis in Rheopneumogram 
described in chapter three and modelling presented in chapter four, are discussed. It then 
summarizes the work and results in this project as a whole, and suggests further studies on 
these interesting problem. 
There are five appendices at the end. Appendix I describes the measurement method 
used in the study. Appendix I I shows the simplification of an equation in pump-jet model in 
chapter 3. Appendix I I I shows the simplification of an equation in pipeline model in chapter 
4. Appendix IV shows the impedance relation with the body and electrode. Appendix V 
shows how to use the Peakfit (Peakfit™ V3.1, Jandel Scientific) to resolve the curve fitting 
in Rheopneumogram using electrical model. 
12 
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Chapter 2 Improvement to the impedance measurement system 
*2.1 Introduction 
The Electrical Bio-impedance (EBI) measurement unit is an important part on 
impedance detection. It is an interface connecting the body and the computer system. It 
functions just like a communication system, picking up the modulated signal via the antenna. 、 \ 
This is passed to the receiver and the filtered signal is thus obtained. Such concept has been 
applied in other EBI measurement unit devices such as the Coherent Detection and Costas 
receiver method [Swanson-82][Arenson-81] [Blad-92][Trillaud-92] [Du-90]. Some problems 
do exist in these designs. But they could be overcome. For example, the phase error that 
exists in between the local oscillator and the transmitted wave, and the presence of signal 
interference in multifrequency method employed in impedance measurement systems, could 
be affected by the current sources operating at different frequencies. 
**2.1.1 The Coherent Detection method in EBI signal 
Figure 2.1 shows a block diagram of the Coherent detection method used in EBI 
signal detection. The carrier comes from the local oscillator, and the base band signal comes 
from the transmitter; the modulated wave consists of the product of the two signals and is 
called a product modulator. The balanced modulator is one of these products. It is assume 
that the outputs of the two AM modulators are expressed as follow: 
13 
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Si(t) = C(t) X m(t) 
= A c X cos(2Tfct)m� 
= A c [ l + k. X m � ] X cos(27rfct) 
82(1) = A , [ l - k. X m(t)] X cos(2Tfct) 
S(t) =S i⑴ -S2 ( t ) 
= 2 K A： X cos(27rfct)m⑴ （2-1) 
Coherent detection is a demodulation method. The modulating signal is coming from the 
Balanced Modulator. The demodulation process uses a local oscillator signal which is of the 
、 \ 
same frequency but is different in phase angle <!>，where • is the phase difference between 
the carrier signal C(t) and the local oscillator signal. We found that the output of the 
Balanced Modulator is 
V(t) = S(t) X Ac，cos(27rfct + 0 ) 
=A,Ae'cos(27rf,t)cos(2Tfet + <;>)m ⑴ 
=0.5[AA'cos(47r4t + 0)m(t)] + 0.5[AA'cos<;)m(t)] (2-2) 
From equation (2-2), we noticed that the first term contains the modulation wave and the 
carrier frequency f。； the second term contains the baseband signal m(t). The low-pass filter 
provides a proper cutoff frequency, and removes the carrier frequency only. The output of 
the filter Vo(t) contains the base band signal. 
V。(t) = 0.5[AeAc’cos«m ⑴ ] (2-3) 
14 
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Figure 2.1 The block diagram of the Coherent detection 
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**2.1.2 To discuss the problem in Coherent Detection method 
The demodulated signal Vo(t) in equation (2-3) is proportional to m(t) i f cos 0 is a 
constant. We find that it has a maximum amplitude in demodulation signal when 小 is equal 
to zero, and has a minium value when <l> is i r / l . Thus, i f 小 is equal to tt , it has an 
undesirable result, a negative value. Therefore, the circuit design using Coherent Detection 
method cannot be satisfactory in the system, even i f the phase shifter adjusts the phase 
difference in local oscillator. When there are more than two current sources operating at 
^ \ 
different frequencies and applied to the body, this method would present some problem. 
**2.1.3 To discuss the problem in Costas Receiver method 
Costas Receiver is a practical synchronous receiving system in communication 
system. It can improve the disadvantage of the different phase angle • in Coherent detection. 
The system is shown in Figure 2.2. It consists of two Coherent detectors supplied with the 
same input signal. The local oscillator provides the sinusoidal wave to the two paths, each 
path representing a Coherent detector. The outputs of the two detectors are returned via the 
feedback loop to the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) that passes through the phase 
discriminator to maintain the local oscillator synchronous with the carrier. This method can 
correct the phase error that occurs in Coherent detection method. But, its complex circuit 
design cannot solve the second problem in our requirement when many current sources are 
applied to the body. Again, this method does not suit us. 
16 
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Figure 2.2 The block diagram of the Costas receiver method 
*2.2 The concept of the Amplitude Modulation Receiver 
The block diagram of the amplitude modulation receiver is shown in figure 2.3a. The 
amplitude modulated signal is received by the "antenna". This signal fs contains a high 
frequency carrier and the base band signal. It is amplified in the RF section. The mixer 
combines the modulating signal (fs) and the carrier signal (fc) which comes from the local 
oscillator. The output of the mixer is fm=(fc-fs). 4 is amplified by the intermediate 
frequency stage which is set to 455KHz. Generally, envelope detector is very commonly used 
in demodulation circuit design. Ideally, it produces an output signal that follows the envelope 
of the input signal waveform exactly. The envelope detector consists of a diode and a 
17 
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resistor-capacitor filter. Low-pass filter is used to remove the undesirable high frequency 
signal. The residual signal, then is an original signal which comes from the "transmitter". 
*2.3 EBI measurement unit design using A M receiver technique 
The new device is designed according to the principle of the amplitude modulation 
receiver technique, which we called C-Y receiver. When signals in different frequencies are 
applied to the mixer, phase error problem in frequency mixing does not occur owing to the 
^ \ 
function of the mixer. On the other hand, a special frequency, 455KHz, can be amplified by 
the IF amplifier but not any other frequencies. This particular feature allows us freedom to 
select any frequencies for the constant current source. Also, the frequency of the local 
oscillator is used to match with the input signal in the mixer to let the output frequency in 
the mixer to be equal to 455KHz. The block diagram is shown in figure 2.3b. 
**2.3.1 The C-Y receiver 
It consists of pre-amplifier, the Mixer, 555KHz local oscillator, IF section, and the 
product detector, and is shown in figure 2.4. U1 is a differential amplifier connected with 
the isolated transformer. The EBI signal is picked up by the voltage electrode and pass 
through the isolated transformer into the differential amplifier U l . 
18 
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Figure 2.3a The block diagram of the Amplitude modulation receiver 
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Figure 2.3b The block diagram of the C-Y receiver 
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U2 is a pre-amplifier to amplify the signal. MG1495 is a multiplier, we use it as a mixer to 
receive the signal acquired from the subject (the carrier frequency being lOOKHz). IF section 
passes the 455KHz signal only. The output of the mixer has several frequencies, it contains 
(fc + fs), (fc - fs), (fc - 2fs), (fc + 2fs), etc., where fc is the frequency coming from the 
carrier, and fs coming from local oscillator. But, IF amplifier can only allow 455KHz signal 
to pass, D3 and C3 is a simple product detector design, and the demodulation signal is fc-fs. 
Low-pass filter removes the carrier in the demodulation signal, and EBI signal should 
remained on the output of the filter. This EBI signal is digitally converted and processed by 
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**2.3.2 A simple DC offset adjusted circuit 
It applies the "sample and hold" technique to adjust the DC offset which comes from 
the artifact of the body in motion. The sample-and-hold circuit is basically an operational 
amplifier that charges a capacitor during the sample mode and retains the charge of the 
capacitor during the hold mode. The DC offset adjusting circuit is shown in figure 2.5. 
LF398 is a "sample and hold" IC which connects with the OP amplifier. LM392 compared 
the signal that comes from the OP amplifier and the DC reference (Vcc). The positive DC 
level feeds to the LF398. Then, the capacitor in LF398 can hold the offset and its output is 
the same as the DC offset level. Consequently, the DC offset can be adjusted and no DC 
offset appears in the output of the OP amplifier. Figure 2.6 shows the testing signal including 
DC offset that is adjusted by this circuit. A switch is built in between LF 398 and LF392. 
It is open when there was no offset in the signal and is controlled by hand. We also call it 
an semi-automatic DC offset adjusted circuit. 
23 
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**2.3.3 555KHZ local oscillator and constant current source 
The local oscillator uses one waveform generator IC (ICL 8038). It generates three 
kinds of waveform, consisting of sinusoidal, sawtooth, and square wave. The frequency can 
be adjusted by capacitor CI and the resistors R2, R3. 
The constant current source is driven by the lOOKHz oscillator. The oscillator in the 
circuit is the Wien bridge oscillator in which a balance bridge is used as the feedback 
network. There are two feedback network paths as shown in figure 2.7, positive feedback 
\ 
through R l , C I and R2, C2, whose components determine the frequency of oscillation; and 
negative feedback through R3 and R4, whose elements affect the amplitude of oscillation and 
set the gain of the OP amplifier stage. Application of the Barkhausen criterion gives 
fo=l/27rRC and R3=2R4. The variation of frequency is accomplished by varying 
simultaneously the two capacitors. The so-called automatic gain control (AGC) method is 
used to achieve amplitude stabilization of the oscillator. With the zener diode, the oscillator 
has fast gain control. We use diode array in the circuit in order to produce low-distortion 
sine wave. 
The constant current source consisting of one transistor, is an emitter follower as 
shown in figure 2.8. The 1mA current source uses the constant amplitude of the collector 
current to achieve high output impedance. The isolated transformer is used to provide a 
floating output, thus ensuring subject safety. The output impedance of the circuit is l lkQ, 
The characteristics of the current source is illustrated in the figure 2.9. The output impedance 
(ZJ is calculated from the equation (2-4) according to the circuit model shown in figure 
2.8(a) and the values from figure 2.9. 
25 
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Zs = (I2Z2 - IiZO/(Ii -12) (2-4) 
where Zj and are maximal and minimal load impedance, I j is the desired load current, and 
I2 is the current that flows in the minimal load. Although the OP-amplifier current sources 
are easily implemented and wil l have a high output impedance as long as the frequency is 
within the range of the OP-amplifier, some application may require a higher frequency range 
(50KHz to lOOKHz), a larger load capability or reduced distortion, all these applications may 
require the use of current sources that are made of transistors [Webster-90]. 
、 \ 
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**2.3.4 Selection of the low pass filter 
For the A M detection technique, low pass filter removes the carrier C(t) and other 
high frequency noise which is induced from the high frequency signal in the computer and 
the power line but retains the envelope ( a low frequency signal) at the output terminal, such 
as the speaker. Normally, a commonly used low pass filter in A M receiver is a simple 
Passive Filter. A feature of this kind of filter is not sharp in its transition band but simple 
in its design ( only one resistor and an capacitor components ). It means the low efficiency 
of the filtering in the passive filter. Though it is so satisfactory in communication system, 
it does not fulfi l the requirement of EBI detection because of the short width of frequency 
band separation in between EBI signal (0 to 20 Hz) and the 50 Hz noise. In the FFT 
magnitude analysis of the Rheopneumogram, it is picked up from the other device, as shown 
in Figure 2.10. It denotes that Rheopneumogram is significant in 0 to 20 Hz. In practice, 50 
Hz noise can be removed by using the shielding wire which is connected with the electrode 
in the input terminal. A second order Butterworth low pass filter can be set up in this circuit 
because of its sharp transition band. The cutoff frequency is 45 Hz and it is enough to 
remove the 50 Hz noise and the high frequencies noise. And the EBI signal remains in the 
output of the filter. It is observed at the signal testing and in measurement. The computer 
simulation of this 2nd order low-pass filter is shown in Figure 2.11. 
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Figure 2.10 The Fast Fourier Transform magnitude analysis with the Rheopneumogram (Frequency Hz) 
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Figure 2.11 the frequency response of the 2nd order Butterworth low-pass filter 
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*2.4 The characteristic of the whole circuit and performance 
For the circuit testing, the input signal was an base band signal with l60mV,100KHz 
carrier. The frequency range of the A M signal was O.OlHz to lOOHz. The frequency 
response of the whole circuit is illustrated in figure 2.12, it shows that the significant 
frequency of the Rheopneumogram is 1 to 3 Hz. There is no distortion in this circuit over 
the spectrum of the Rheopneumogram which has a range from IHz to 20Hz. Moreover, the 
、 
phase is linear with frequency from O.OlHz to 20Hz and is shown in Figure 2.13. The phase 
distortion occurring after 30Hz is due to the Butterworth low-pass filter. 
The output impedance of the constant current source is IIKQ. The magnitude of the 
impedance signal measured from the chest is more than 10 times as large as the p-p noise, 
as shown in figure 2.14. Owing to the DC offset in the signal, which occurred when a 
subject moved, the semi-automatic DC offset adjust circuit provides a satisfactory way to 
solve the problem. From the testing, this adjusting circuit can hold the signal for over half 
an hour. It is good enough to meet our requirements where less than 25 minutes is spent for 
one subject in his assessment. On the other hand, the resistivity changed in blood flow is 
about 150 J]/cm. The magnitude of the current source is constant even in high resistivity. A 
second order Butterworth low-pass filter is set up here where the cutoff frequency is set at 
45Hz. It retains the feature of the Rheopneumogram signal but removes the 50Hz noise 
effectively, and retains the voltage gain from the feature of the frequency band (0 to 20Hz) 
in Rheopneumogram signal. 
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Figure 2.12 The frequency response of the C-Y impedance measurement unit 
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Figure 2.13 The phase difference between the input signal and demodulation signal 
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Figure 2.14 Photograph of typical output from chest(X-axis:Time; Y-axis:Amplitude) 
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*2.5 Discussion 
The C-Y impedance measurement unit solves the problems existing in phase 
error and extracts the desire signal in different current sources application, and is designed 
according to the concept of the amplitude modulation technique. For this design, one may 
choose the frequency in the local oscillator to match with the frequency in constant current 
source. K is easy to adjust the frequency of the local oscillator by changing the capacitor and 
resistors in the waveform generator IC. But, this design causes oscillation in the power line. 
\ 
The simple R-C low-pass filter must be used in the power line to cut down the oscillation or 
an individual power source be used for the local oscillator. Of course, the size of C-Y 
impedance measurement unit may increase owing to the above conditions. To overcome this, 
C-Y receiver circuit can be replaced by A M radio IC and the inner local oscillator can be 
adjusted. Therefore, the A M receiver technique is the best method used in impedance 
measurement. However, an envelope detector consists simply of a nonlinear device (a diode) 
followed by a low-pass filter, the channel signal-to-noise ratio is therefore 
(SNR)c = [Ac2(l + k,2p)]/(2WNJ 
where A。: the d。in the envelope detector output, 
ka : Constant. 
P : average power of the message signal. 
WNo： average noise power in the message bandwidth. 
But, the output signal-to-noise ratio is approximately 
(SNR)o = (A,VP)/(2WN,) 
Then, we obtain the figure of merit: (SNRy(SNR)e = k,2p/(l+k,2p) < 1 
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Therefore, the noise performance of an A M receiver is always inferior to that of Coherent 
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Chapter 3 Data analysis in Rheopneumogram 
*3.1 Introduction 
The Pulmonary circulation is part of the circulation in human body, the source is the 
heart working as a pump to inject the blood into the pulmonary artery vessels, and hence the 
lung capillaries to exchange the gases, and turn back to the left atrium along the pulmonary 
venous vessels. The Electrical bio-impedance method aims at the change of the impedance 
which is affected by the pressure in the blood vessels. The Rheopneumogram is one of the 
diagnosis tool in measuring pulmonary blood flow using the four electrode system of the 
Electrical bio-impedance technique. Owing to the undefined three standard peaks in 
Rheopneumogram, the events of the cardiac cycle give unique information contained in the 
Rheopneumogram. 
From 1960s, scientists interested in Rheopneumograph had already been using the 
cardiac cycle as the time reference for analysis of the Rheopneumogram. Normally, their 
method was to adapt one configuration of the electrode site, and studies the responses in 
different subjects. In our study, we have thirteen normal subjects with age between 18 to 22. 
We divide them into two groups according to the sex and collect data at different electrode 
positions. The information collected includes the heart rate, the period of the systole in ECG, 
the period of the diastole, the period of the peak centre in Z and C waves in 
Rheopneumogram, the period from T wave in ECG to the centre of C wave, and the period 
from T wave to the starting of the C wave, is shown in Figure 3.2b. The subject-to-subject 
comparison must be used here because there is always the problem of the different heart rate 
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exhibited in different subject. The 5-10 electrode array system is used here to standardize the 
electrode position. In order to select the best position of measuring locations in the thorax, 
this method is unique for comparing signals from different positions of the same subject. 
According to the information obtained from the 5-10 electrode array system, a pump-jet 
model is set up here to estimate the blood volume in all subjects for the above measurement. 
Using the standard deviation in statistic, it can be estimated where the best electrode location 
is, when the SD of the blood volume in one group is found to be less than the other group. 
It means that the supply of blood from right ventricle to pulmonary artery is almost the same 
in those subjects, even though the shape of the waveforms in Rheopneumogram are not the 
same. From this result, we may say k is the best electrode location for taking measurement. 
*3.2 The 5-10 electrode arrav method applied in Thorax Montage 
7.1 The definition of the 5-10 elerirnde array method 
The chest can be seen as a，Block，，the width of the，Block，is represented by the 
perpendicular line of the armpit in left and right side. The length of the，Block，，where the 
upper level of the，Block，is represented by Rib I and the lower level of the，Block，is 
represented by the Rib XIL Then, ten parallel lines are set up on the 'Block' like the one 
shown in figure 3.1 the number of the Ribs are represented, from Rib I I to Rib X I (the solid 
line in the，Block，）. However, the electrodes are attached at ten points for each lines 
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Figure 3.1 The 5-10 electrode array method applies in Rheopneumogram 
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between Ribs. It is assumed that it is 100% of the length from right to left armpit. The first 
point, we say the number one point, is placed at a site about 5% to the left of the right 
armpit. The second point, we call the number two point, is placed at 10% further from point 
number one. Similarly, the point number three to number nine are also placed at 10% to its 
earlier point. But, the point number ten is only at 5% of the total length counted from the 
left armpit. Owing to the arrangement, the electrode would not touch the sternum, even i f 
points number five and six are so near to the sternum. 
**3.2.2 The advantage of the 5-10 electrode array method 
The main objective to set up the 5-10 electrode array method is that it can standardize 
the position of electrode. Existing measurement scheme for study in Rheopneumogram has 
a number of defects which gives rise to poor reproducibility and fidelity [Leung-92]. The 
inexactness of electrode locations is one of the defect. The detected signal could not be 
shown to be in the same position for the subjects. Therefore, the information collected for 
the subjects is not acceptable i f the electrode position is in constant variation. The 5-10 
electrode array method is found to be one of the systematic electrodes arrangement in 
Rheopneumogram • 
*3.3 Signal analysis in subiect-to-subiect comparison 
Using the Impedance measurement system we picked up signals from thirteen 
subjects (Appendix I), including four males and nine females with the range of their age from 
18 to 22. The signal includes Rheopneumogram and ECG. From the ECG, it is important 
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to note the heart rate, diastole time, and systole time. Accordingly the definition of a, Z, C, 
and c waves in Rheopneumogram is shown in Figure 3.2a. The period from the end of T to 
centre of C, the period from end of T to start of C, and the period from peak Z to peak C 
are compared with the ECG. The choice of the electrode position was in the mid-line of the 
Rib I I and Rib III , and the mid-line of the Rib V and Rib VI. The second group is close to 
Rib V in order to avoid the electrode being attached on the Breast in the female group. Table 
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Figure 3.2a The shape of the Rheopneumogram(X-axis:Time[s];Y-
axis: Amplitude) 
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Figure 3.2b The actual layout of electrodes in body 
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Systole Diastole ctrZ-ctrC edT-ctrC enT-stC place H.R. Sex 
0.39 0.49 0.33 0.42 0.27 Rib n 69 F 
- f f l 
0.27 0.49 0.27 0.36 0.21 Rib n 69 F 
- r a 
0.30 0.52 0.32 0.42 0.28 Rib D 67 F 
-m 
0.26 0.52 0.33 0.38 0.30 Rib U 77 F 
-in 
0.39 0.49 0.27 0.42 0.25 Rib U 70 M 
^ V 
-in 
0.38 0.49 0.38 0.39 0.21 Rib H 60 M 
-in 
0.42 0.51 0.28 0.39 0.17 Rib V 65 M 
-VI 
0.37 0.47 0.29 0.39 0.20 Rib V 69 M 
-VI 
0.29 0.49 0.34 0.37 0.23 Rib V 71 F 
-VI 
0.35 0.53 0.17 0.32 0.21 Rib V 65 F 
-VI 
0.34 0.55 0.34 0.41 0.24 Rib V 65 F 
-VI 
0.41 0.46 0.31 0.39 0.23 Rib V 67 F 
-VI 
0.42 0.51 0.29 0.37 0.21 Rib V 64 F 
-VI 
Table 3.1. Comparison for the Systole and Diastole time in ECG and significant peaks in 
Rheopneumogram. ( A l l time period in the table is counted by second ) 
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* * 3.3.1. The relationship between the ECG and Rheopneumogram 
Since the heart rate cannot be controlled by external and internal factors in the Human 
body, it limits the application of the data analysis to identify the phenomenon of different 
heart rate of the same subject. Thus, choosing different subjects is an unique approach to find 
out the physiological aspects at different heart rate. The events of cardiac cycle is shown in 
Figure 3.3. Figure 3.4(a) shows that the diastole period is more stable than systole period 
at position Rib IMI I . The result is the same on Rib V-VI as shown in figure 3.4(b). On the 
other hand, peak Z to peak C period is unstable at different heart rates. It is concluded that 
the Rheopneumogram is not affected by the diastole period, when the diastole period is the 
resting time in the heart. The main peaks in Rheopneumogram relate to the ECG activity 
period. The position of peaks in Z and C are found by applying the Gaussian function used 
in Curve Fitting. We observe that the average value at the end of T to C start is 0.25 second 
for the Rib I M I I group and 0.21 second for the second group. Moreover, the average of the 
end of T to centre C is 0.4 second in Rib I M I I group and 0.38 second in the other group. 
According to the events of the cardiac cycle [Ganong-81], the end of T determines the event 
when the Mitral valve is still closing while the Aortic valve has just closed. 0.1 sec. later, 
the Aortic valve closes, and the Mitral valve opens rapidly. Therefore, the C wave is 
generated at the period between the closing of the Aortic valve and the opening of the Mitral 
valve, and beginning of C is almost close to the period of generation of the third heart sound, 
which is heard early in diastole 0.1 to 0.2 second after the second heart sound. Its 
mechanism is uncertain, but it occurs at the end of the rapid-
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Figure 3.4(a) The linear regression in diastole period, systole period, and peak Z-C segment 
in position Rib II-III. 
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Figure 3.4(b) The linear regression in diastole period, systole period, and peak Z-C segment 
in position Rib V-VI. 
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fi l l ing phase of ventricular diastole and may originate in the vibration of the ventricular 
structures when inflow decelerates rather suddenly. When the ventricular pressure decreases 
sufficiently, the Mitral valve opens and filling begins. When active relaxation is complete, 
ventricular pressure can begin to increase. This increase is due to ventricular filling and 
passive elastic stretch. The component of pressure due to viscoelasticity continues to increase 
quickly toward zero during early filling, while the passive elastic pressure continues to build. 
This rapid filling wave then manifests as the third heart sound [Drzewiecki-91] [Shoucri-
91].Therefore, we believe that C wave is generated from the closing and the opening of 
\ 
mitral valve, and is related to the change of pressure in pulmonary venous. On the other 
hand, it is shown in table 3.2 that the average of the ratio of the amplitude in peak Z to peak 
C is approximately 2.69 in Rib I I - I I I group, and 1.89 in Rib V-VI group. But, in pulmonary 
circulation system, the ratio of right ventricular pressure and the venous pressure is 
15/6=2.5, matching the value in Rib I I - I I I group in our estimation. It is suggested that the 
Z wave is related to the change of blood pressure in pulmonary artery and C wave is related 
to the change of blood pressure in pulmonary venous. 
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Pk.Amp. in Z Pk.Amp. in C Position 
0.384 0.288 Rib V-VI 
0.741 0.456 Rib V-VI 
0.350 0.082 Rib V-VI 
0.355 0.128 Rib V-VI 
0.297 0.084 Rib V-VI 
0.409 0.230 Rib V-VI 
0.581 0.305 Rib V-VI 
0.645 0.107 Rib I I - I I I 
0.611 0.107 Rib I I - I I I 
0.606 0.383 Rib I I - I I I 
0.570 0.195 Rib I I - I I I 
0.513 0.186 Rib I I- I I I 
0.615 0.347 Rib I I - I I I 
Table 3.2. The peak amplitude in Z and C at two position and different subject.(The 
average value of the Rib V-VI group is 1.89，and the Rib I I - I I I group is 2.69) 
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* 3.4 Identification of the best electrode location in Rheopneumograph using Pump-jet model 
The Rheopneumograph is based on the Electrical Bio-impedance technique to pick up 
signals in the right chest. Normally, the electrode pair is attached to the Rib III-IV position 
at the front of right half body and to the Rib VII-VIII position at the back of left half body. 
Such practice is widely used in China [Li-82]. But, no good reasons have been given to show 
us that this position can pick up the best signal. Now, we used the 5-10 electrode array 
system to collect EBI signal in different electrode locations for more than ten normal subjects 
、 \ 
and applied a simple but effective fluid mechanical model to describe the best electrode 
location. 
*3.4.1 The fluid mechanical model device (Pump-iet model) 
According to the physiological phenomenon described in the last section, It would be 
the same to say that the blood is injected into the pulmonary artery by the contraction of the 
right ventricle, and Z wave is thus produced. But, the C wave should be generated by the 
blood flow reflected from the pulmonary artery branches as well as related with the blood 
flow in pulmonary veins from which blood is filling the left atrium. On the other hand, the 
shape of the C wave is so obviously different at different locations either when the subject 
is in sit-up or supine position. I f only the Z and C waves are being considered, the pump-jet 
model thus set up would match with the idea as above. 
The model used here is shown in Figure 3.5a，b. It includes three parts - jet, orifice 
and the rigid tube. An orifice is an opening in the plate normal to the axis of a pipe. For 
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Figure 3.5b The pump-jet model in supine position (h^ and hj are the diameter of the jet 
and tube) 
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taking the measurement, we choose the different electrode positions in the sit-up state first, 
so as to find out the best position to give stable blood volume and waveform. Then, we 
compares the measurements taken at the supine position at the same electrode location, so 
as to compare the stability between the two states. 
For the supine state, the equation of the pump-jet model (Appendix II) is 
P1/7 + Vi2/(2 X g) = P2/7 + V2'/(2 X g) (3-1) 
Where 7 is the specific gravity of the fluid ( 7 = 1056 ) 
、 \ 
g is the acceleration of gravity (g = 9.81) 
Vi and V2 are the velocity of the blood in jet and tube 
then V2 = [(P1/7 + vi^ - P2/7) X 2 X g]("2) (3-2) 
the volume rate of the flow Q is 
Q = f l X T X r X VjdT (3-3) 
and the volume V2 can be found as follow 
V2 = Q / (the resting time of the heart) ."(3-4) 
For the sit-up state, the equation of this model is 
P2 = Q X 7 X v2V(2 X g) = A2 X 7 X V2V(2 X g ) (3-5) 
then V2 = [(P2 X 2 X g)/(A2 X (3-6) 
where A】 is the area of the orifice. 
The volume rate of the flow Q is the same as the equation (3-3)，and the volume V2 
is the same as the equation (3-4). 
P2 is the fluid pressure in the rigid tube that can be calculated by the ratio of P1/P2 
when we set the Pi at 15 mmHg. The ratio of the Pi and P2 is p, where p is the ratio of the 
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amplitude of Z wave and C wave. Figure 3.6 shows the curve fitting using the electrical 
model which is described in Appendix V. The amplitude of Z wave is calculated from the 
value of the arterial wave of the curve fitting, but the amplitude of C wave is calculated from 
the difference between the peak value of C wave and the curve fitting value of the venous 
wave (VY-wave). The peak value of the C wave can be found from the curve fitting using 
Gaussian function. 
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Figure 3.6 The curve fit for EBI signal using the electrical model (Appendix V).(X-
axis:Time[s]; Y-axis: Amplitude) 
I : Raw data 
I I : Fitted curve 
I I I : Pre-dicrotic(arterial component) 
IV : Post-dicrotic(arterial component) 
V : VY攀wave(venous component) 
V I : a-wave 
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*3.4.2 Result and discussion 
According to the pump-jet model described above, the blood volume can be calculated 
from the equation (3-4) for either the sit-up state or the supine state. In the normal subject, 
the blood volume is an important factor to affect the shape of the EBI waveform, though it 
may be affected by many other factors of the blood vessel. It is very important to note that 
i f the waveform denotes not just the blood volume in pulmonary circulation, the model 
cannot match with those other effects that are not related to the pulmonary circulation. And, 
the standard error of the curve fitting in the waveform would be higher than 0.03. It means 
、that the standard error may be higher than the waveform matching the model. Therefore, the 
position lower than Rib V I may cause high standard error in curve fitting. It is for this 
reason why we do not select the position of the lower part of the chest. On the other hand, 
we compared the standard deviation of all the groups with each other and then select a group 
giving the lowest standard deviation. That group should give the best position for the 
electrode location. The t-test is used here to check i f there is any difference or among those 
groups data. 
For the electrode selection, we only choose the range from the Rib I I to Rib VI，and 
the number of the electrode is from 3 to 5 at the right side of the body. This is because there 
are additional influence at positions below Rib V I which contain the influence from the blood 
vessels of the stomach and the liver. Also, it may be picking up the insignificant components 
of Rheopneumogram from the electrode number 1 to 3 because it is so far from the 
pulmonary artery trunk. The data collected is shown in Table 3.3 to Table 3.5. The blood 
velocity Vj, discharge of blood Q, blood volume V】，diastole time of ECG, heart rate, and 
the electrode position are all shown. The results in table 3.3 show us that group one has a 
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lower standard deviation than the other groups. It means that the EBI signal picked up at the 
Rib I I - I I I by number 4 and 5 is so stable, that no other component may be affecting it here. 
Comparing the sit-up and supine states at Rib II- I I I in Table 3.4, the best electrode location 
can be seen to be at Rib II- I I I at number 4 and 5 and at supine state, which gave the lowest 
standard deviation. Moreover, the t-test shown in Table 3.5 indicates that these two groups 
are not different at the 0.05 level. It means that the signal may be the same when electrode 
is attached either to the position number three or to number four. 
、 \ 
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^ 2 V Diastole time HR Electrode position Group 
fm/8) H ^ ( m l 2LECG 
2.64 .0074 .0122 .6102 67 Rib n-m(sit-up) No.4-5 I 
2.52 .0071 .0098 .725 59 Rib n-m(sit-up) No.4-5 I 
2.48 .0070 .011 .6 69 Rib n-ni(sit-up) No.4-5 I 
2.15 .0061 .0096 .631 67 Rib n-in(sit-up) No.4-5 I 
3 1 .0088 .0136 .642 65 Rib H-UKsit-up) No.4-5 I 
0.6 .0017 .0034 .51 75 Rib n-m(sit-up) No.4-5 I 
5 1 014 .023 .596 67 Rib IIMV(sit-up) No.3-5 U 
3.78 .0107 .0184 .582 67 Rib in-IV(sit-up) No.3-5 11 
7 28 .021 .036 .582 64 Rib IIMV(sit-up) No.3-5 n 
4.69 .0133 .0196 .68 61 Rib in-IV(sit-up) No.3-5 n 
3.73 .0105 .021 .494 71 Rib V-VI(sit-up) No.3-5 III 
1.82 .0051 .0086 .596 69 Rib V-VI(sit-up) No.3-5 HI 
2.22 .0063 .0108 .582 67 Rib V.VI(sit-up) No.3-5 HI 
4 3 .0122 .027 .451 69 Rib V-VI(sit-up) No.3-5 m 
Table 3.3 Comparing of the electrode location using sit-up state pump-jet model.(The SD 
in group I is 0.0035506, group I I is 0.00714, group I I I is 0.010049) 
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^ 2 V Diastole HR Electrode position 
(m/H) (mVs) i s ^ timeofECG 
2.64 .00746 .0122 0.6102 67 Rib H-HI (sit-up) 
No.4.5 
2.52 .0071 .0098 0.725 59 • 
2.48 .00701 .011 0.6 69 • 
2,15 .00608 .00964 0.631 67 • 
3.1 .00877 .0136 0.642 65 , 
. 0 . 6 .0017 � .00336 0.51 75 • 
0.51 ,00144 .00199 0.723 59 Rib n-III (Supine) 
No.4-5 
0.505 .00143 .002 0.711 59 • 
0.58 .00164 .0025 0.646 64 “ 
0.586 .0017 .00247 0.67 64 “ 
0.46 .0013 .00194 0.67 62 • 
0.525 .0015 .00232 0.64 64 • 
Table 3.4 Comparing with the sit-up and supine ot subjects but in the same electrode site 
(The SD in Rib Il-III(sit-up) group is 0.0035506，the Rib IMII(supine) group is 0.0026) 
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V Q Y Diastole HR Electrode 
(m/s) (mVs) (m^) time of position 
ECG 
2.64 .00746 .0122 0.6102 67 Rib I I- I I I (sit-up) 
No.4-5 
2.52 .0071 .0098 0.725 59 “ 
、2.48 .00701 、.011 0.6 69 “ 
2.15 .00608 .00964 0.631 67 “ 
3.1 .00877 .0136 0.642 65 ” 
0.6 .0017 .00336 0.51 75 ” 
3.33 .0094 .0174 0.54 69 Rib I M I I (sit-up) 
No. 3-5 
2.03 .0057 .0094 0.61 63 “ 
2.69 .0076 .0133 0.57 67 “ 
Table 3.5 Comparing with different electrode numbers in same Rib-to-Rib : ine using pump-
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*3.5 Electrical conductivity studies in Silicon fluid - Graphite composites applied in EBI 
electrode array system 
In general, there are two types of electrodes theoretically: the perfectly polarizable 
ones and the perfectly non-polarizable ones. Perfectly polarizable electrodes are those in 
which no change across the electrode-electrolyte interface occurs when current is applied, an 
example is the electrochemical electrode. Perfectly non-polarizable electrodes are those in 
which when current passes across the electrode-electrolyte interface, there is no energy input 
\ 
required to make the transition, an example is the Ag/AgCl electrode. In this section, a new 
type of the non-polarizable electrode is introduced. It fits exactly into the multi-channel 
detecting system in medical equipment for our purpose, especially in the range of area 
detecting, such as the Rheography, Sleep studies, and the Electroencephalograph research. 
This section deals with the application of a composite using low molecular weight 
Silicon Fluid (SF) matrix. Owing to the requirement of elasticity for the electrode, elongation 
is an important factor to be taken into consideration. The conductive rubber made by 3M Co. 
Ltd., and the Ag/AgCl electrode from IVM, are compared for the properties of conductivity 
and elasticity. Actually, the SF has the inherent property of an insulator. It is filled with 
Graphite. As a filler, special interest is acquired because it combines the inherent properties 
of Silicon Rubber (SR) with high conductivity ( a - 3.1 to 1.67x10 /Q-cm). Also, all steps 
of the experiment is conducted at room temperature and room atmosphere. This is so 
important in safety precaution because toxic material wil l be generated at high temperature 
and high pressure, especially from silicon fluid. Therefore, With the toxic problems in 
experiments out of the ways the process is so much simplified. 
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The Silicon Rubber and the Silicon Fluid are the same kind of polymers based on the 
silicon but are different in its molecular weight. Owing to the property of the fluid, it is 
easily mixed with the graphite and the spinning rate of the dril l is not critical. Furthermore, 
the viscosity and the hardness are the two other factors in SF, which would affect the 
expansion of the electrode. 
* * 3.5.1 Experimental procedure and Results 
、 \ 
Composite materials based on the SF with different viscosity, hardness and varying 
amounts of graphite were prepared (see Table 3.6). The graphite powder used from Fine 
Chemicals, No.4450 (Density 0.8g/cm^) 
SF MATRIX VISC0SITYrmm"2/s) HARDNESS 
RTV831 30000 10 
RTV573 >30000 20 
*RTV899 <30000 10 
Table 3.6 Viscosity and hardness of the SF matrix used. 
*It is a new product from Siliconas Hispania, but the composites cannot be dried even in various quali印 of catalyst 
Two silicon-fluid products showed in Table 3.6 were mixed with the aid of the 
peroxide and the powder combinator following the scheme shown in figure 3.7. The powder 
combinator is an acidic liquid which can mix with the graphite powder easily. Of course, i f 
the graphite is in liquid form, it is so much easier to handle when mixing with the SF. On 
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the other hand, the viscosity of the SF is also the main factor in the mixing technique. The 
turner spinning was kept on constant speed, and the long time spinning is better for 
averaging. 
Mixture of Graphite and Combinator 
、 L _ ^ Mixture + Catalyst 
I 
Spin by the turner Spin by the turner 
I _ _ ^ 
fixture of Graphite Fluid and Si I icon Fluid Injection moulding 
I _ _ ELECTRODE ARRAY 
Spin by the turner [ _ _ _ 
Mixing about five minuter, 
in room temperature 
and atmosphere 
Figure 3.7 Processing and mixing procedure 
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The conductivity and the elongation of the material is decided by the filler concentration. The 
graphite is a good material in strength but bad in elasticity, and yet it is a good conductor 
(40iLcQ-cm at room temperature). The SF is an insulator but is good in elasticity. Our 
requirement of two parameters in the composite, the conductivity and elongation, is tested 
according to the relative percentage of the two components. Figure 3.8 shows the 
conductivity of the two components that used the Hioki 3220 mQ H i Tester to measure the 
resistant. It shows that better conductivity is exhibited by the one with higher percentage of 
graphite, and the fine and elasticity property of the material is found in that with higher 
\ 
percentage of SF. The shape of the composites was a circular design with 1 cm diameter and 
0.1 cm width. According to the resistivity formulae, p, defined as 
[ 
P=(RXA)/1 (Q-m) (31) 
we know the conductivity, a, given by 
o-=l/p (1/Qm) (32) i 
Figure 3.9 shows the load versus elongation curve for the SF matrix, where the unit of the 
load is Newton and the elongation mili-meter. 
It is important that all processing in the production is to be carried out in normal 
room temperature and atmosphere so that the composite does not require the complex 
additive production process. Also, the composite is perfectly safe to use. 
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Conduct iv i ty 〔 -m〕 
0.2 ^ ： 
• • 
0.15 -
0.05 - ；;;^^ 
o M — — 丨 , , T 1 — — ^ 1 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
% of Graphite 
RTV-573 RTV-831 
— ^ 
Figure 3.8 The conductivity composites for different percentage of SF and 
Graphite. 
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Figure 3.9 Load vs elongation curve for the SF matrix. 
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It is known that the conductive rubber produced from industries in recent years use 
fine silver powders or carbon black as fillers to produce electrically conductive silicon rubber 
via some special chemical reaction procedure [Lynch-78]. Carbon black is also commonly 
use in the making of conductive materials [Bayer -88] [Ezquerra-88 ] [Salazar-80] [Jurado-91] . 
The graphite, same as the carbon black in its properties, however, is also a good conductor 
and is easy to find in nature. 
The SF is a kind of the Silicon rubber but with different molecular weight. Therefore, 
the SF is a fluid that can mixed much more readily with graphite than the silicon rubber. 
Moreover, the catalyst applied in the SF enables it to dry without passing through a lot of 
processes. Although the composite is a mixture, it is not affected by the drying process with 
catalyst except the RTV 899. 
Owing to the silicon rubber base in the electrode array system, the SF-G composite 
is matched exactly to the base since the composite has almost the same properties as the SF. 
However, the elongation in both materials is not the same. Comparison of the elongation for 
the two materials is shown in figure 3.10，the composite containing the RTV 831 is more 
elastic than that with RTV 573, even though the composites are having the same percentage 
of graphite. From the curves, we notice that the harder SF may not be acceptable for the 
electrode array design because the silicon rubber base has a higher elastic level than the 
composites. Figure 3.11 shows the force vs elongation for the silicon rubber base and those 
of the composites. It is observed that all the composites cannot match with the SF base in its 
elasticity, especially the xxx/573 series. But, the 435/831 is the only composite which can 
nearly match with the curve of the SF base. The main problem in the matching of the two 
materials is in its interface which is easy to break when a force exceeding the elastic limit 
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of the composite is applied. However, the elastic coefficient of the composite is enough to 
maintain the interface with the SF base in an accepted range. We accept that this composite 
can be applied in the electrode array system. From the strain test experiment, the breaking 
strain of the 435/831 was 19.6N, that is equal to the 2Kg force. Also, the breaking strain of 
the SF base was 19.6N. Therefore, the breaking strain of two materials are about the same. 
The conductivity of the composites is the second important factor in the electrode 
array design. The function of the electrode is to transmit the Bio-signal from the body to the 
Detector circuit. It means that the electrode is a medium between the body and the 
\ 
instrument. Therefore, good conductivity requirement is a must. Two kinds of electrode, the 
Conductive Rubber (3M Co. Ltd. No.6255) and the Conducting-gel Electrode ( IVM Co. Ltd. 
NO.E226) were used for comparison with our composites. The length of all electrodes set on 
0.2 cm, and the surface area is 1.13cm2，then, according to the resistivity, p, 
R = (p X 1)/A (3-3) 
the result of the conductivity of the three samples is shown in Table 3.7. 
The 535/573 is shown to be better than the other commercial product in its 
conductivity. 
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Electrode Conductivity(Q'^-m"^) 
I V M (E226) 2.128 X 10-2 
3 M (6255) 1.789 x 10"^  
535/573 1.697 x lO'' 
Table 3.7. The comparison of the three different type electrodes in its conductivity 
* \ 
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^ 7\ ^ 
Figure 3.10 The different elongation in four composites 
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EI〇ngation〔mm〕 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
Load〔N〕 
SF-Base Cond-Rub 455/831 455/573 435/831 475/573 535/831 
A � / ,� . )iL W . — ^ 
Figure 3.11 Force vs Elongation for (i) SF base (ii) Conductive rubber (iii) SF-Graphite 
composites. 
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* 3.6 Discussion 
Data analysis in Rheopneumogram is the foundation work in preparing the modelling 
studies in the next chapter, especially when describing the physiological picture either using 
the electrical model or the mechanical model. Moreover, it provides the information on the 
location of peak Z and peak C relative to the ECG, and it gives us an idea as to setting the 
Z and C points when the waveform profile does not have enough information to indicate 
where the peaks are. 
In the data analysis when comparing ECG with the significant peaks in 
Rheopneumogram, we only choose the position at Rib I I - I I I and Rib V-VI. This is because 
the lung can be separated into three Zones as far as pulmonary blood flow is concerned-
Zone 1，Zone 2, and Zone 3. Zone 1 cannot be used at all to determine the blood flow 
during any part of the cardiac cycle because the local capillary pressure in that area of the 
lung never rises higher than the alveolar pressure during any part of the cardiac cycle. Zone 
2 determines the intermittent blood flow during the pulmonary arterial pressure peaks because 
the systolic pressure is greater than the alveolar pressure but the diastolic pressure is less 
than alveolar pressure. Zone 3 determines the continuous blood flow, because the alveolar 
capillary pressure remains greater than alveolar pressure during the entire cardiac cycle. 
Normally, the lung has only Zone 2 and Zone 3 blood flow, Zone 2 in the apices (about Rib 
n to Rib IV) and Zone 3 in all the lower areas [Guyton-91]. We only choose Rib I I - I I I to 
represent Zone 2 and Rib V-VI to represent Zone 3. The position from Rib V I to Rib X I I 
is too close to the arteries in the Stomach and the Liver and is therefore not used since the 
systemic circulation in these arteries wi l l affect the EBI waveform. Position at Rib III-IV and 
Rib IV-V are very important in the analysis also. However, in view of the inconvenience of 
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electrode attachment on the breast of female subjects and the possible distortion to the 
resultant current pathway, these two zones are not used either. On the other hand, using a 
simple pump-jet model in estimating the best electrode location is more effective than the 
other models. Moreover, it gives us more information about the waveform in 
Rheopneumogram at different electrode sites which are attached on the right chest. It is 
reasonable to conclude that Rib I I- I I I at the number 4 and number 5 may be the best position 
for electrodes on the right chest, for taking the Rheopneumogram. 
The pump-jet model is a simple mechanical model to estimate the best electrode 
location in the body.、As we know, the position of the electrode selection is very important 
in clinical practice. For example, the 10-20 system used in Electroencephalogram (EEG) 
detection is one of the best electrode placement method in Neuropathology [Cooper-80]. In 
chapter three, we attempt to suggest a 5-10 electrode array system method in order to search 
for the best location in Rheopneumography. Bio-statistics is a method to process large 
amount of data to find the best group in different electrode location. We have less than 
twenty normal subjects who joined the study, the data size is not quite enough for using this 
analysis. However, the pump-jet model is one of the simpler but more effective method to 
search for the best position. 
The electrode material design, is used for data collection and is one of the tool used 
in primal Lung Cancer diagnosis in future. But, there is not enough mixing and moulding 
equipments. It is only the basic technique in material design. Ninety percents of the product 
cannot pass the quality check for its conductivity. Owing to the low average value of 
conductivity (about 8.85 x lO'' a^-m*^), the output impedance of the constant current source 
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Chapter 4 Model analysis for the Impedance Rheopneumogram 
*4.1 Introduction 
China has always shown great interest in using the Rheopneumogram for clinical 
diagnosis via using the Electrical Bio-impedance technique for the blood flow analysis of the 
pulmonary circulation system. Physiological modelling is the method that a model designed 
to match with the physiological picture to estimate the practical physiological phenomenon, 
using the useful parameters calculated from the model to apply to the pathological analysis 
.of heart-lung function in this case. For example, the blood flow phenomenon is important 
since it is easily affected by the blood vessel properties, exchange rate of the gases, and the 
heart function. Such parameters can give us some information i f the body is in health or not. 
Of course, other scientists work out their method to analyze the Rheopneumograph, too, such 
as using the shape of the waveform [Li-82] and the transmission model of blood flow through 
a bifurcation [Paz-92]. In this chapter, we present a pipeline model to discuss the blood flow 
problems in pulmonary artery trunk and branches. The electrical model established by 
T.T.C.Choy and J. Ye [Choy-92] is used as an auxiliary means for finding out an important 
information to be used in the pipeline model. 
The specific features of turbulent flow are its likelihood to damage blood cells which 
is thought to be a factor in the initiation of platelet deposition [Stein-82]. In pulmonary 
circulation system, turbulent flow may affect the exchange rate of gases and the percentage 
of oxygen in red blood cells during the O2-CO2 exchange in the lung. The Reynolds number 
is one of the important factor to determine the turbulence. The purpose of this study is to 
estimate the value of Reynolds number such that turbulence may or may not occur in 
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pulmonary diseases, especially in the Obstructive Emphysema patients. The Reynolds number 
was calculated from the Pipeline model with the parameters obtained from the Electrical 
model in 9 subjects consisting of both normal subjects and Obstructive Emphysema patients. 
In four of these normal subjects, aged 18 to 22, it was calculated in the region of the normal 
lung. These values calculated showed that the turbulent flow is more likely to occur in 
Pulmonary artery trunk, but not in branches. For the physiological effects observed in 
Obstructive Emphysema patients, three points may be noticed. Firstly, the bronchiolar 
obstruction greatly increases airway resistance and results in greatly increases work load in 
、breathing. Secondly,、the marked loss of lung parenchyma greatly decreased the diffusing 
capacity of the lung, which in turn reduces the ability of the lungs to oxygenate the blood and 
to remove carbon dioxide, and thirdly, loss of large portions of the lung parenchyma also 
decreases the number of pulmonary capillaries through which blood passes. As a result, the 
pulmonary vascular resistance increases markedly, causing pulmonary hypertension [Guyton-
91]. To consider the above points, especially the second and third points, we ask the question 
i f turbulence is a factor affecting the increased work load in breathing. We like to discuss 
it in the following sections. 
On the other hand, blood velocity is one of the important parameters in many 
situations of medical diagnosis. I f this parameter can affect the wave pattern in 
Rheopneumogram, the Rheopneumogram may be another non-invasive diagnosis tool in 
detecting the blood flow abnormality. The pump-jet model seems an appropriate model to 
apply here to calculate the blood velocity using the wave pattern to check this in normal 
subjects and in Hyperthyroidism patients. We know that blood velocity increase is followed 
by increase of Metabolic rate when thyroid gland secrets excessive thyroid hormone. It 
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provides a good example to test the effectiveness of the Rheopneumogram. 
*4.2 Blood flow phenomenon study in Rheopneumogram using Pipeline model 
The Rheopneumograph is a non-invasive diagnosis method using Electrical Bio-
impedance technique to denote the properties of circulation system, especially the pulmonary 
circulation. Since 1991，the Biomedical Engineering Laboratory of the Electronic Engineering 
Department at The Chinese University of Hong Kong has been actively engaged in 
establishing an Electrical model for the Rheopneumogram. The understanding of the 
compliance of the pulmonary artery and veins is the main contribution made using the 
electrical model. But, it is short of expressing the properties of the flow in arterial and venial 
vessel. On the other hand, some articles [Stein-76][Stein-79][Stein-80] presented that 
turbulent blood flow could contribute to a variety of pathophysiological effects, but they did 
not discuss their effect in pulmonary circulation. Moreover, those methods were applied with 
the hot-film anemometer to calculate the blood velocity [Ling-68]，which is an invasive 
method. In certain applications, such as Birefringence studies in flow pattern using computer 
simulation [Lou-93], the laminar flow transition to turbulence occurred at a Reynolds number 
of about 2000 both in rigid and elliptic straight tubes. I f the tube wall exhibits some 
localized roughness, eddies can be seen at Reynolds numbers of less than 1000 [Nichols-90]. 
Now, this section presents a pipeline model using values from the electrical model which can 
calculate parameters of the flow in the pulmonary artery and veins by making some 
assumptions. Because of the possibility that turbulent flow may participate in a variety of 
pathophysiological processes, such as the Obstructive Emphysema, it is one of the obvious 
disease that could affect the parameters of the blood flow in the pulmonary artery branches. 
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It is important firstly to determine whether turbulent flow, in fact, occurs within the 
pulmonary circulation system. Therefore, we undertook this study to investigate the nature 
of flow in the pulmonary arterial branches in normal subjects and in Obstructive Emphysema 
patients. ‘ 
The Rheopneumogram consisted of pulmonary arteries and venous components of the 
pulmonary circulation as well as the systemic circulation of the thorax. However, according 
to the animals studies in the past few years presented by others, it is likely that only a very 
. s m a l l contribution comes from the systemic circulation [Chan-83]. Therefore, we may 
.assume that the systemic component can be ignored. The electrical model should be 
physiologically based so that the parameters derived therefrom could provide appropriate 
information on the physical properties of the corresponding parts or sections of the system. 
**4.2.1 Model derivation 
1. Physiological basis 
Animal studies and clinical observations in the past had demonstrated that the 
composite Rheopneumogram consisted of an arterial component and a venous component of 
the pulmonary circulation, and possibly a small contribution from the systemic circulation 
in the thoracic cage. A typical composite waveform of the Rheopneumogram of the right 
pulmonary vessels together with its arterial and venous components is shown in Figure 4.1. 
As a first approximation, the small systemic contribution may be ignored for the sake of 
simplicity. 
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The composite waveform is characterised by three basic components often referred 
to as the a, Z, and C wave. The a wave is a small leading wave whose position in relation 
to the principal peak may vary over a small finite range. The Z wave is the principal wave 
following the a wave. Its shape may vary from a rather smooth, sinusoidal-looking one to 
that with a ripple-carrying leading edge and perhaps a somewhat rippling peak. The C wave 
is located at the falling edge of Z wave. It may stand out as a distinct peak or may merge 
with the Z wave. 
The arterial wave is basically a merged multi-peak wave contributing to the major part 
• of the Z wave and, to some extent, the C wave. Its leading component is formed as the result 
of contraction of the right ventricle. Origin of the peaks or ripples following have not been 
truly identified so far but is believed to be due to the generation of dicrotic wave and late 
refections similar to those in the aorta or the setting-up of damped oscillations in the elastic 
contraction and expansion of the pulmonary vessels. 
The venous components are similar to those of the jugular vein. The a wave is due 
to reverse flow as a result of contraction of the left atrium. Following this is another even 
smaller positive wave which is not always visible and is believed to be due to a small 
pressure reflux following closure of the mitral valve. The x wave in the trailing edge of the 
a wave or c wave has a concave profile and is due to the lowering in pressure as the left 
atrium relaxes. The V wave and its long leading edge is the result of pressure build-up due 
to inflow of venous blood from the lung in view of the lung-heart pressure differential, the 
Y wave in the trailing edge of the VY wave is due to the opening of the mitral valve which 
results in a sudden volume expansion and hence a pressure drop as the venous blood empties 
into the much larger volume of the left ventricle. 
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The a wave of the venous component is basically responsible for the a wave in the 
composite wave. The x wave and the early part of the V wave of the venous component are 
responsible for the effective height of the trough between a wave and Z wave of the EBI 
waveform. The Z wave is a summation of the early peaks of the arterial component and the 
mid portion of the venous V wave. The C wave of the composite waveform is the result of 
the smaller late peaks of the arterial wave and the late portion of the V Y wave. As mentioned 
the small c wave of the venous wave, if apparent, form a further small ripple in the early 
part of the rising edge of the Z wave. 
\ 
2. Circuit model 
According to the physiological picture, a two chamber model is used to describe the 
behaviour of both the arterial and venial circuits [Leung-93]. Output of the two chamber 
model as shown in Figure 4.2 is in response to an impulse input which has a third order 
solution with a Laplace transform [Choy-92] given by 
RLCf^ 
Vic ⑶ = i 1 j 1 1 1 1 ~ “ 
RC, ^LC, LC, R,RC,C, RLC.C, RLC.C, 
(4-1) 
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Output of the modified "Windkessel" model shown in Figure 4.3 has a simple solution 
with a Laplace transform given by 
V ‘ 
...(4-2) 
where R' is given by 
R，= Rv t< td 
=Rv//R„ie"^_ t> td (4-3) 
Summing each term of the inverse Laplace transform of V]。© and V w © , the resultant fitting 
function becomes 
f(t) = v,(t) + Ei=o aiVi(t-ti)u(t-ti)+VvY(t-tvY)u(t-tvY) (4-4) 
where Va(t) is the fitting function for the a wave, a-, the appropriate attenuation factor and 
Vi(t) (i=0，l，2，....，N) the fitting functions for Z wave and its N，th order reflections. 
For the arterial wave, the equation in time-domain is 
{Ao X e-A2(t-A4) X sin2[A3(t-A4)]} + {Ao X A1 X e-^ 2(t-A4-A5) x sin2[A3(t-A4-A5)]} 
+ {Ao X A12 X e-^ 2(t-A4.2A5) X sin2[A3(t-A4-2A5)]} + (4-5) 
where AO is the amplitude of the arterial wave, A1 is the attenuate factor, A2 is the damping 
factor, A3 is the frequency of the arterial wave, A4 is the time delay of the original wave, 
and A5 is the time delay of the reflection wave. 
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For the formation of the venous wave, again a similar two chamber model can be used. The 
•4 
equation in time-domain in the case is 
{AO，X e-Ai.t X sin2(A2，t)} + (1 - e-A3’(t-A5’)）+ [(丄.e-A3,(t-A5，)）乂 (4,6) 
where Ao，is the amplitude of the VY-wave, Al，is damping factor, A2' is the frequency of 
VY-wave, A3，is the volume change of the veins, A4，is volume change of the vein when 
the blood fills to the left atrium, A5，and A6' are the time delay of the "a" wave and "C" 
wave. 
Equation (4-5) and (4-6)，are curve-fitted to one of the waves in Rheopneumogram. The non-
linear curve fitting of Marquardt [Marquardt-63] has been used to curve-fit the measured data 
to obtain the coefficients of the fitting functions. In our application, we only want to know 
the peak amplitude of the transmitted wave in the pulmonary artery and veins. Without loss 
of generality we cut down the "a" wave before curve fitting in order to simplify the EBI 
waveform. Equation (4-5) is fitted to the Z wave first and then equation (4-6) fitted to the 
C wave. 
3. Pipeline model 
The circuk model tells us what the characteristic is in the blood vessels. Considering 
the blood flow in the vessels, mechanical model is an unique method to solve problems in 
blood flow. Comparing with the pulmonary circulation system, the trunk and the branch are 
connected to two reservoirs and as shown in Figure 4.4, the left reservoir represents the right 
ventricle pumping the fluid into the pulmonary artery (trunk), and along the pulmonary 
arterial branches (branch) into the lung pool (right reservoir). I f the subject is in supine 
position, the branches of the pulmonary artery can be seen as one branch because the 
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pressure level is the same in all branches. Therefore, a pipeline series model can be 
constructed. 
I f the pipe is made up of sections of different diameters, the continuity and energy 
equations (Appendix III) establish the following two simple relations which must be satisfied: 
Q = Qi = Q2 = … . . （4-7) 
h L = h u + h u + .... (4-8) 
where Q is the flow and h, is the total head loss. The head loss in each length in terms of 
the friction factor is 
(4-9) 
where f is the friction factor in the pipe 
D is the diameter of the pipe 
L is the length of the pipe 
\ 、 
V is the velocity of the fluid 
Regarding the head loss ( h j for entrance, exit and abrupt enlargement, the equation of the 
pipeline model is 
« 
(4-10) 
where H is the head between the two reservoirs, IQ is a coefficient in the entry loss of the 
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pipeline, and K； is a coefficient in the exit loss of the pipeline. According to the 
physiological picture, for a non-protruding, sharp-edged pipe the loss 0.5 is known 
as the entry loss. I f the area of the lung-pool is infinite compared with the pulmonary artery 
branch, the head loss at an abrupt enlargement tends to N 执 g [Massey-83]. In this model, 
we made three important assumptions: (i) the channel walls are rigid; (ii) blood behaves as 
a Newtonian fluid; and (iii) the flow is steady and laminar. Since the vessel wall movement 
is small in pulmonary artery and blood behaves approximately as a Newtonian fluid, the first 
two assumptions are acceptable. Assumption (iii) is suitable for the large vessels but its 
suitability for the branches is not certain. The parameters in the pulmonary artery are 
estimated as the blood velocity V! = 30 cm/s, the length of the pulmonary artery = 10 cm, 
and diameter = 0.3 cm. About the arterial branch, the velocity is more than 31 cm/s, 
diameter is 0.1 cm, and length is 3 cm, all of which are established by the values of the 
same types of the arterial vessels. From equation (4-10), the head (H) can be found in the 
circuk model. It is equal to the difference between the amplitude of arterial wave and the 
venous wave. However, it has two unknown parameters in the equation yet, the friction 
factor f l and f】.But, according to the data from the experiment and from those measured in 
the subject [Stein-79], we found that the relation between f j and f j is roughly given by 
f l = 0.64 f2 (4-U) 
Then, successive values of fz are tries out until the value can match with the velocity of the 
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* 4.2.2 Result and Discussion 
Table 4.1 shows the data of four normal subjects whose average Reynolds number is 
above 1000. It matches well with the results of experiments on Bio-fluid mechanics [Attinger-
66]. For the glass Y tube in laminar flow, the value of Reynolds number is approximately 
1200. But, in rigid tube, the Reynolds number is approximately 900 for laminar flow. 
Table 4.2 shows data obtained from Obstructive Emphysema patients. These are two 
sets of data obtained from different hospital: one from Prince of Wales Hospital, Hong Kong; 
another four from the GuangXi Medical College; Nanning, China. The data shows that the 
Reynolds number in serious patient is lower than those with minor patient. On the other 
hand, the choice of the patients is limited. No other diseases exist in the patient, especially 
heart diseases. The diagnosis of the degree of illness in Obstructive Emphysema patients was 
made by the expert physicians using X-ray diagnosis. 
The data shows in table 4.2 would appear to be unreasonable because the pulmonary 
artery changed its values according to the compensation of the physiological effect in 
Obstructive Emphysema condition. The effect of Obstructive Emphysema on the pulmonary 
circulation system has three important points : (1) In general, the damage of the lung 
capillaries occur in two lung lobes; (2) the wall expansion wil l occur in pulmonary artery 
trunk only; and (3) a back pressure creates a reverse flow from the lung pool to the 
pulmonary artery trunk. From these points, the compensation factor wil l be generated to 
increase the pressure to counteract the high back pressure. Compensation factor consists of 
increase heart rate, increased pump strength of heart muscle, and the wall expansion in 
diameter of the pulmonary artery trunk. These factors push the pulmonary artery trunk out 
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to its elastic limit. I t means that the parameters V!，di may be changed in equation (4-10). 
According to equation (4-10), V! may be changed to V j + AVi and d! may be changed to 
di + Adi, but the Adi in the second term can be ignored because the value of change in 
diameter of pulmonary artery trunk is so small, about 9 x 10"^  meter for an increase of 30% 
in diameter. Owing to consideration of the AV^, the equation (4-10) wi l l be changed to (4-11) 
in which AVj is expressed in terms of f j . 
AVi = [-0.154 - 0.234f2 士（-(USSf】】-0.66f2 + 0.059 - 2 . 8 H 严 ] / [0.62 + 
0.78f2] .(4-11) 
From the change in AVj, we know the turbulent flow occur as a percentage of the increased 
blood velocity in the pulmonary artery branch where Rez is equal to 64斤2. 
Table 4.3 shows us the chance of occurrence of turbulent flow as blood velocity increases 
for the OE patients. From the results, we observe that the turbulence may occur i f V! is 
increased by 200%. This means that i f the blood velocity in pulmonary artery trunk is 
increased to 0.9 m/s, the blood flow is likely turbulent. However, it is impossible that the 
heart pumping action is strong enough to provide a velocity of blood three times the normal 
value. 
From the results of the Reynolds number in normal and abnormal cases, we observe 
that turbulent flow may occur in pulmon叨 artery trunk but not in the branches for normal 
subjects. But, in Obstructive Emphysema, turbulence is not like to exist in branches or 
trunks. 
In conclusion, for Obstructive Emphysema patients, a significant laminar flow was 
observed in the pulmonary artery and also in branches i f the ratio of f i / f j in equation (4-11) 
was unchanged. These observations suggest that the turbulence may not occur in the 
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pulmonary circulation. Therefore, the abscorable pathophysiological effect in OE of increased 
respiratory rate, is most likely due to the Bronchial stenosis and not flow effect in 
circulation. 
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Figure 4.1 The arterial and venous components in Rheopneumogram(X-axis:Time[s], Y-
axis: Amplitude) 
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Figure 4.4 A pipeline in series mechanical model 
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Head loss Reynolds number 
0.0173 >1530 
0.0163 >1696 
0.017 > 1577 
0.0207 >1149 
Table 4.1 The Reynolds number calculated by equation (1-7) in normal subjects (The 
average value is > 1488) 
Head loss Reynolds number Level of OE 
0.05 >365 Light 
0.051 >357 Light 
0.055 >327 Light 
0.049 >374 Light 
0.12 >139 Serious 
Table 4.2 The comparison for the serious and light Obstructive Emphysema (OE) patients 
in their Reynolds number (The average value is > 356) 
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AVi is AVi is AVi is AVi is 
- * * 
10% of Vi 100% of Vi 150% of Vi 200% of V! 
Patient 1 595 736 1012 2041 Reynolds 
(light) number in 
pulmonary 
artery trunk 
Patient 2 580 715 973 1969 
(light) 
Patient 3 531 642 842 1497 
(light) 
Patient 4 609 758 1055 2336 
(light) 
Patient 5 223 240 264 306 
(series) 
Table 4.3 The chance of turbulent flow in increasing percentage of the blood velocity ot the 
pulmonary artery trunk for the OE patients 
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* 4.3 Blood velocity study in Rheopneumogram using Pump-iet model 
Section 3.4 of last chapter, described the theory of the pump-jet model used in 
estimating the best electrode location. Now, we apply this model to study the blood flow and 
velocity in the pulmonary artery branch using the waveform of the Rheopneumogram. 
Patients of Hyperthyroidism are chosen to be assessed in this study because the excessive 
Thyroid hormone can increase the Metabolic rate in the patient and therefore the blood flow 
is also increased. The increase in metabolism up to 8 times normal increases the blood flow 
about fourfold [Guyton-91]. According to this study, we want to know i f the 
Rheopneumograph can give us a useful information for separating a normal from an 
abnormal subject. Since it is difficult to observe the shape of the waveform directly, 
modelling is a method to solve the problem. 
** 4.3.1 Result and discussion 
The comparison of the blood velocity and blood flow in the normal subjects and the 
Hyperthyroidism patients are shown in Table 4.4. Two Hyperthyroidism patients aged 50 and 
55 were assessed in the GuangXi Medical College. The blood velocity Vj is calculated from 
equation (3-2) and the blood flow is calculated from equation (3-3). Electrodes were attached 
on Rib I l -n i at number 4 and 5 and the body in supine position. The results show that the 
blood velocity in Hyperthyroidism is faster than the normal subject (average value). The 
result is the same for the blood flow. Therefore, in Hyperthyroidism, the blood flow is 6.7% 
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higher than the normal. It is confirmed that the parameters found from this indirect method 
are useful to describe the physiological effect on pulmonary circulation. These parameters 
are obtained from the shape of the Rheopneumogram. 
V? (m/s^ Heart rate Flectrode position Normal or 
Hyperthyroidism 
0.51 59 Rib II-I I I at Normal 
supine 
0.505 59 ” “ 
0.46 62 “ “ 
0.525 64 “ “ 
0.5444 67 ” Hyperthyroidism 
0.555 69 ” ” 
Table 4.4 The comparison of the blood velocity in normal and Hyperthyroidism subjects. 
(The average of V j in normal group is 0.5277m/s, in Hyperthyroidism group is 0.5497m/s) 
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*4.4 Conclusion 
This chapter presents two mechanical model to study the blood flow phenomenon. For 
the pipeline model, we only discuss the patients in supine position in order to match with the 
simple series pipeline model. One limitation of this model is that pulmonary arterial branches 
are far from being co-planar so that the sit-up patients cannot be analyzed. The more 
complicated parallel pipeline model can of course be used to analysis the sit-up patients. But 
there is just not enough anatomical information to solve the desired equations based on the 
parallel pipeline model. Even for the series model there is insufficient suitable information 
to be used for solving the equation. For example, the blood velocity in pulmonary artery 
trunk is one of the important factor that affects the result of the friction factor. It limits the 
accuracy of the value of the Reynolds number so obtained. Until now, we can only say that 
the value of the Reynolds number estimated in this chapter can be used only as a reference 
so that the clinician can take into consideration the chance of turbulence in the pulmonary 
artery. Therefore, we suggest that an invasive method may be used to collect the blood vessel 
data for such a computation. Catheterisation is one such common technique that can be so 
used. Then, the standard error of the calculated value of the Reynolds number can be 
reduced. On the other hand, the blood velocity calculated by the pump-jet model in either 
normal subjects or Hyperthyroidism patients confirms that Rheopneumography may be a 
good non-invasive method to be used for diagnosis of some diseases of the pulmonary 
circulation using the change of the blood velocity. 
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Chapter 5 General discussion & Conclusion 
Multi-frequency EBI detection is not only useful for application in Electrical 
Impedance Tomography, but also for locating the site of pulmonary vessel occlusion by 
measuring the change of blood volume. The conventional EBI measurement set up cannot be 
» 
used for our propose. The interference is picked up from the voltage electrodes in between 
current sources. A new impedance measurement set up had been designed to solve this 
problem. The A M receiver technique was used. Only a certain frequency of signal is allowed 
to pass into the demodulator. I f some other frequencies are also generated, then we can pick 
up the different frequencies of the carrier coming from the constant current sources at 
different electrode locations. It means that the output signal in the EBI measurement unit 
detects no interference. It is stressed that our design can be used for clinical diagnosis eg. 
to find out the occlusion site of the blood vessels in the pulmonary circulation. 
The best electrode location in Rheopneumogram is very important in signal analysis. 
It includes solving the standardizing problem in data collection. The conventional electrode 
site scheme could not fulfil our requirement. It cannot identify what is the best wave pattern. 
The 5-10 electrode array system combined with the pump-jet model presents a good method 
to estimate the best electrode location at the chest. The 5-10 electrode array system is more 
systematic for measuring the EBI signal at each electrode site. Pump-jet model is set up here 
to obtain the parameters which are calculated from the data obtained by the 5-10 electrode 
array system. Data obtained from different subject are compared. When the SD of those 
parameters obtained from different subjects at one electrode site is lower than those at the 
other electrode sites, we can say that it must be the best electrode location to pick up the EBI 
signal. From our studies, it gives us reasons to believe that the position of the electrode site 
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is in Rib I I - I I I on the right chest. 
Measuring the change of the blood volume of the pulmonary circulation is very 
helpful in clinical diagnosis. This compensates the insufficiencies of the X-ray and 
Ultrasound techniques. The blood velocity is affected by the Metabolic rate. Invasive 
methods are commonly used by the Physicians to measure the blood flow or blood velocity 
in medicine. However, a non-invasive, but simple and inexpensive EBI detection technique, 
the Rheopneumogram, can be applied to observe the blood flow phenomenon. We used 
indirect method viz series pipeline model and pump-jet model. 
In the measurement of both normal subjects and Obstructive Emphysema patients, the 
Reynolds number tells us that turbulent flow occurs in the pulmonary artery trunk but not in 
its branches. This is an important study since this can be a main factor for increasing the 
respiratory rate in OE patient i f the turbulence occurs in the pulmonary circulation. 
According to our observations, we conclude that the pathophysiological effect in OE is 
condition on increased respiratory rate, is only related to the Bronchus stenosis and not to 
the flow effect in circulation. We must stress that the Reynolds number is estimated from the 
simplified series pipeline model. It gives some important information about the blood flow 
in the pulmonary circulation which cannot be obtained by the other methods. We further set 
up a pump-jet model to study the blood velocity and blood volume. Using such model, we 
can calculate these two parameters from the equations. The results thus obtained are 
satisfactory. We observed the blood velocity in Hyperthyroidism patient was higher than that 
in normal subjects. Thus, it is possible for us to say that the parameters we obtained from 
the Rheopneumogram is useful to estimate the blood velocity and volume of the pulmonary 
circulation as a clinical application, as so far no other methods can do likewise in such a 
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simple manner. 
We described the improvement to the impedance measurement set up in chapter 2. 
We had solved the two problems frequently occurred in the existing setups. Furthermore, the 
characteristics of the whole circuit have been found satisfactory by our signal testing. 
Data analysis in Rheopneumogram with Electrocardiogram is presented in chapter 3. 
Taking into consideration the different electrode location, the waveform pattern would not 
be the same i f we use Bio-statistic for analysis. The objective in this exercise analysis is to 
search for the position of the peak C in Rheopneumogram where the ECG is used as a time 
reference to compare with the Rheopneumogram. Such search is essentially important 
because more than two peaks often occurred very close to peak C. 
Overall, we have improved the EBI measurement set up, set up the 5-10 electrode 
array system, and studied the blood flow phenomenon in pulmonary circulation using 
modelling technique. In spite of all our efforts and achievements in this study, certain aspects 
of our work can be further improved. One problem remains with us when we searched for 
the best electrode location in chapter 3. This is related to the small size of our samples. 
Actually, the pump-jet model is definitely an effective method to find the best electrode 
location and it is simply to use, i f only the values of blood volume can be stable enough, the 
standard deviation calculated by the pump-jet equation more reliable and a larger size of 
samples available. 
Another difficulty lies in the calculation of Reynolds number in OE patients. In 
normal subjects, AVi is non-existent. However, AVj reflects the pathophysiological effect 
in these patients and should not be overlooked in order to arrive at the correct Reynolds 
number. The equation of AV! in terms of the fi in the pulmonary artery trunk in OE patient 
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provides us with the blood velocity in the pulmonary, artery trunk. This is normally obtained 
via invasive method of measurement. The result of the friction factor f j can be calculated by 
equation 4-10. Then, according to the AV!，the Reynolds number can be found from f j . The 
hot-film anemometry technique and Doppler Ultrasound are such examples and could be used 
in detecting the blood velocity in OE patient. Moreover, the parallel pipeline model can be 
the other important method to study the blood flow in pulmonary artery branches for sit-up 
state i f enough anatomical parameters be available. It can also be considered to study the 
blood flow properties in Zone 1 to Zone 3 of the lung. 
In the application of the multi-channel EBI detection technique, we encountered a 
further dilemma. Our design of the electrode using the silicon fluid-graphite composites can 
enhance the conductivity but cannot totally avoid having the signal attenuated. This is mainly 
due to the lack of sufficient equipments made available to our research laboratory in mixing 
and moulding, unlike the situation in the chemical industry. An unique method to solve this 
problem is to increase the output impedance of the constant current source. Such a principle 
is demonstrated in Appendix 4 which shows the relation between the skin-electrode interface 
impedance and the impedance of the electrode attached on the skin. 
The information collected as a result of the study undertaken in this project would 
have been more useful had we had better patient access. 
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Appendix I 
Measurement method in the study 
Al l the measurement in this study was taken by the method in using 5-10 electrode 
array system. The measurements in taking data from normal subjects and serious cases for 
Emphysema were done in Biomedical Laboratory and Prince of Wales Hospital, Hong Kong. 
The measurements in taking data from other Emphysema patients and Hyperthroidism 
patients were done in GuangXi Medical College, China. An impedance measurement unit 
was used the Polygraph System (Model WSY-4B) manufactured by Luo Yang Radio 
Equipment Factory. Electrode gel Spectra 360 was used to reduce skin contact impedance. 
The investigation here involve quantitative waveform analysis, Peakfit (Peakfit™ 
V3.1, Jandel Scientific) used to fit the waveform in perfectly, the model analysis is according 
to the data come from the curve fit. Al l the measurement results were stored on the Hard 
disk. The record are easily played back for the computer analysis. 
During record signal from the Impedance measurement unit, the physiological signals 
EBI, ECG, PCG, and V' derivative of Rheopneumogram were digitized by the AT-CODAS 
Data acquisition card (from DATAQ Instrument) and an accompanied software CODAS. The 
sampling rate is lOOHz per channel. IBM PC/AT compatible computer was used. 
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Appendix 11 
The simification of an equation in pump-jet model 
The pump-jet model is constructed by the orifice and tube. An orifice is an opening 
(usually circular) in the wall of a tank or in plate normal to the axis of a pipe. A tube is a 
•• • ••“ 
short pipe whose length is not more than two or three diameters. A tube may be of uniform 
diameter, or it may diverge. A jet is a stream issuing from an orifice. It is not enclosed by 
solid boundary walls but is surrounded by a fluid whose velocity is less than its own. 
From the acceleration of a fluid particle, 
dv/dt = (V X a v / a s ) + av/at (A.2.1) 
for steady flow, bVldi = 0，then the stream-tube V is a function of s only. Considering the 
velocity of a fluid in general varies from one point to another point is shown in Figure 
A.2.1, we obtain 
[(Up) X (dp/ds)] + dV/dt + [g X (dz/ds)] = 0 (A.2.2) 
Substitute (A.2.1) into (A.2.2), we have 
p/p + WV2 + gz = constant (A.2.3) 
where z represents height above some convenient horizontal datum plane. 
p/pg + VV2g + z = constant (A.2.4) 
The equation (A.2.4) is usually known as Bemoull，s equation. 
Therefore, for the pump-jet in supine state, 
the equation is Pi/7 + V^Vlg = P2/7 + (A.2.5) 
and the equation for the pump-jet in sit-up state, 
P2 = Q X 7 X /2g = A2 X 7 X /2g (A.2.6) 
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/ (P+5P) _ 
^Direct ion 
of flow t W 
Figure A.2.1 The flow in part of a stream-tube of small section area 
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Appendix I I I 
The simplication of an equation in pipeline model 
I f the pipe is made up of sections of different diameters, the continuity and energy 
equations establish the following two simple relations which must be satisfied: 
Q = Qi = Q2 = Q3 = (A.3.1) 
hL = hu + hL2 + ho + (A.3.2) 
I f the discharge is given, then the head loss may be found directly by the sum of the loss in 
each sections. I f the total head loss is given and the flow is required, the equivalent-length 
method may be used. The head loss in each length in terms of the dimensions is shown in 
equation (A.3.3) 
hL = [( f l X Li X V i2) / (D i X 2g)] + [(f2 X L2 X V i ' ) / (D2 X 2g)] + (A.3.3) 
In the pipeline, it also consists of entry loss and exit loss between the terminal of two 
reservoirs. For the loss at abrupt enlargement, the Borda-Camot head loss is 
hL = V2V2g X [(A2/A1) - 1]2 (A.3.4) 
The exit loss is defined as A2 - -> 00, then equation (A.3.4) shows that the head loss at an 
abrupt enlargement tends to ViV2g. This happens at the submerged outlet of a pipe 
discharging into a large reservoir. 
For the loss at abrupt contraction, The entry loss is defined as A! - -> 00, then the equation 
(A.3.4) shows that the head loss at an abrupt contraction tends to V- i l lg and multiplied a 
constant k. For a non-protruding, Sharp-edged pipe the loss 0.5V2V2g is known as the entry 
loss.Therefore, the total head loss in series pipeline is the sum of the entry loss, exit loss, 
abrupt enlargement, friction in pipe 1, and friction in pipe 2. 
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Appendix IV 
Impedance relation between body and electrode 
As seen in Figure A.4.1, the high output impedance of the constant current source 
(Zo，）can prevent current fluctuations, even i f changes contact impedance in electrode-skin. 
Since V。= V - 2 1，x (Z! - Z。） 
= I，X Zo’ - 2 I，X (Zi + Zo) 
Let Zi > > Zo 
then Vo = Is X Zo, - 2 X Is X Zi 
=Is(Zo' - 2Z丨） 
Zi = 0.5Zo' - 0.5Zi, (A.4.1) 
In equation (A.4.1)，we know that Z-^  and ZQ are higher than the Zj. I f it is changing of the 
contact impedance in electrode-skin, no affect in the right term of equation (A.4.1). 
Zo “:Output impedance of constant current source 
Electrode resistance & 
_ ^ interface impedance“ 
IS 丄 
專 Z i + Zo 
Current electrode ； A / %Zin Vo V 
Voltage electrode \ 
Body \ 
I nput impedaince of EBI detector* 
Figure A.4.1 The effect in relation of impedance between the constant 
current source and the Detector 
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Appendix V 
一 The procedure of the curve fitting 
The curve fitting in Rheopneumogram is used by the Peakfit (Peakfit™ Jandel 
Scientific) program. The procedure of the curve fitting is 
(i) Using the arterial component ( Z-wave component) first, the original and 1st to 3rd 
reflection wave of the Z component, to fit the rising edge of wave pattern. It is shown in 
Figure A.5.1. 
(ii) Using the second arterial component ( Z-wave component), the 4th to 6th reflection wave 
of the Z component to fit in the falling edge of the Z-wave is shown in Figure A.5.2. 
(iii) Using the venous component ( VY-wave ) to fit in the C-wave of the wave pattern. The 
peak point of C is defined by the chapter 3. 
(iv) Using the venous component ( VY-wave) to fit in the a-wave of the wave pattern. It is 
shown in Figure A.5.4. 
( V ) To smooth the fitting curve using four components to make the wave pattern in good 
fitted. 
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Figure A.5.1 Using the arterial component to fit the rising edge of the 
wave pattern 
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“ 么 ^ ^ Z-wave 
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Figure A.5.2Using the second arterial component to fit the falling edge 
of the wave pattern 
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Figure A.5.3 Using the venous component to fit the C-wave in the 
wave pattern 
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